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Synopsis: C.O. of Idol King a true pioneer and Christian hip hop artist,
releases a timely, compelling and provocative single entitled
"Zombiez", in which he surveys a myriad of destructive vices within
the culture and pleads earnestly with a desperate call to action for
society to wake up. More to come soon. Stay tuned, and check out
www.officialidolking.co Also, follow and or like C.O. of IDOL KING on
his respective social media platforms:
@idolking1985/facebook
@idolking1985/twitter
@officialidolking/instagram

(Hook)
As the debris
And ashes cinder
Hearts grow cold
And minds remember
The rise and fall
Of once a great city
Devoured by greed
And insensitivity
Faced to suffer
By the conceit of the blind
I endure with faith
Hold my head to the sky
Hoping the Good Lord
Hears my cry
And delivers me
From the filth and the slime

(Verse 1)
Peep this connection
Blood on the ground
Like a wet reflection
The alien attacks the earth
And my tactics work
Driving cat’s berserk
With a lethal yo
Top secret like a handshake
Decrypt flow
Thundering lighting
When I’m in the lab
When I spit the rhyme
Rob the mad scientist
I’m Frankenstein
An experiment gone wrong
Cause I drew the line
Monster on the mic
To oppressing super powers
I’m kryptonite
Penetrating force fields
I’m dressed to kill
The word is my sword
And the Christ my shield
At will
I will
Disturb
All the Zombiez
Whose visions blurred
The privileged species
We’re sending them
And giving them unease
With just one word (Jesus!!!)
(Hook)

(Verse 2)
See we on real Jesus Christ
Y’all on some
Je’sus White
We on some
Fredrick Thug-less
Y’all on some
Holy … What’s this?
We on some
Caesar Chavez
Y’all on some
Worship dead prez
We on some
Prayer and fasting
Y’all on some
Getting blasted
We on some
Education
Y’all some
Plantation
We on some
Rep Him (Represent Him = Jesus)
Test them (them = Test all people no matter who they are)
Y’all on some
Yes sir, yes sir
We on some
Wake up, shake up
Y’all on some
Lights and make up
We on expose the lies
Y’all some compromise
(Hook)

(Verse 3)
Run, sweat man
Dunk to this
STILL crunk to this
Teeny boppers hip hoppers
Rock to this
Shake, dance
Kick dust to this
Wake up in this
Idol King my dude
Is up in this
The doped up
On meds, in bed with the feds
Coked up
Walking dead
Snap out of it
The spineless, mindless,
Aimless, full of blindness, wicked,
Ain’t ‘bout time all y’all repent?
Lobotomized with side affects
That you can’t detect
Implanted with a cyber chip
Oblivious to the systematic
Born and bred
Deceptive plot
The hatch like an egg
… But losing your soul
You’re gaining the world
But losing your soul
You’re gaining the world
And losing your soul
The greedy ain’t got
No self control
(Hook)

